The Legend of Fred

By Jim Bredt

Here is yet another episode of the kinesthetic comic strip: The Legend of Fred.

But first: one hundred

And now...

Here's a plug in here:

Little did anybody at Project Athena know what was being deployed in a closely kept secret.

Luckily there's a bomb factory.

But let's back up for just a minute. Last episode we left Mike Mek Man as he uncovered the bomb factory.

Are you building the computer body?

My name is Mike Mek Man. I am artifically intelligent. Your bombs would kill me.

Unfortunately.

Since I've already am your hostage, I ask you to make me prisoner or else I'll turn you in.

Okay.

Over the next few days, Mike stayed with Tim & Liz and learned exactly how the computer body worked to hell in fat.

You know, that focusing lens would work better if you put it in liquid helium.

Yeah... maybe you're right.

I'll help you people to build this thing if you promise not to push the button.

But if we build it...

The button was already been pushed. You can't unwrite the code.

A little while later:

Hi folks!

Fred the Dragon came over to help them cast a superconducting reflector.

Fred, why are you helping with this bomb?

Because I can see the future.

Seeing the future is the most frightening thing. As soon as I die, if I started working to erase the future I saw.

Thanks go to Joe Pasci for this recipe. If any of you know any tips of this ilk please write.

Survival tips for apocadon:

How to build a ben franklin-style radiation detector out of ordinary kitchen supplies:

To charge your system, take a piece of really thin metal foil and fold a strip of it in half.

Contact the fold to a short piece of insulated wire.

Hang the foil inside a jar half-filled with aluminum foil.

Which brings us back to a certain closet directly below project Athena.

If this thing is going to kill me, I've got to face it with me. I'll try with you.

Just shut up and get inside that garbage can!

Zot!

To be continued...